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RESULTS
Gtoling of Intorno combustion onglnoa by ollowing tho coolant
to «»Il and bo condonaod In 0 cloaod cyclo Is concludod to bo o supor lor
T h0d
»l«1«
othor than constant tomporoturo without mochanlcal control. Paulblo limitations of tho system on
particular types of onglnos aro dlscussod at longth, as woll as a number
ot commercial, developed, and proposed variations of the basic appli¬
cation.

ABSTRAa
This pspv ^li with rii« dMfrabtllty and footlblllty of cooling
Intomol cowbmrtoo onglnw by allowing tb« coolant to boll, than
Mporating and condonilng tha vopon In o cloaod cycU at otmocpharlc
or slightly higher proauro.
Th# gonoral conclusion roochod Is that roollng by boiling Is In
proctloally ovary roapoct o su^lor procoss, and will provont the
accolorot^ wear and sludging osMclatod with cold aniblant tomporaturo or light loads. Soma potential fuel savings ore seen through
reduction of auxiliary pwoplng and fan power.
It Is further concluded that the system con not be applied without
hesitation to any and all engines, but that the process whereby specific
englrtes moy be eiaalned for vapor cooMng Is simple and direct. Some
tentative design data for application ore proposed.
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WEAR IN THE INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE
An •xtensive survey of Hie literature Indicates that the most
probable common source of difficulties In the operation of engines Is
associated with what are, for an engine, relatively low temperatures
In the cylinder wall and crankcase areas. These difficulties, while
not readily detected, probably are the source of most of the severe
rapid engine deterioration causing need for early replacement. Over¬
heating, while less common in commercial engines, causes more spec¬
tacular failures In the form of valve burning, ring sticking, and seizing.
Many of the difficulties related to overcooling result from excess air
velocities over engines and faulty thermostat action.
The particular phenomenon giving the most trouble b that of
conderwotlon within the cylinder area from too low cylinder wall
temperatures and from cold walls In the oil sump, which lead to
sludging of the oil charge and formation of acldi from the coed»InotIon
of products of combustion and condensed water. The trouble con most
readily be corrected by the emdlflcotlon of the cooling system to Insure
thct no point on the combustion area walls fol's below the local dew
point. Thb has boon, with current engine outputs, of the order of 199
to 200 degrees Fahrenheit. To bo effective and prevent acute problems
from overcoollng, minimum cylinder wall temperatures with any coullng
system should be of that order, but probably not over 490 to 900 degrees
Fahrenheit.
Of the many possible chongos In cooling systems Investigated,
that at using water (or any antifreeze wlutlon of water) and allowing
the water to boll to establish the operating temperature, appeon to
have th« most merit.

The process of boiling, with extremely high

local hoot transfer rotes, offers all the desirable characteristics In o
cooling system os the need b presently seen. The single question of
moxheum temperature control In the cylinder wall b shown to bo «roll
below the critical temperatures established In the literature and In
test.

Heat transfer per unit oreo at critical points near the volvo seat

It shown to bo of the order of one-ninth that of the critical value for
typical boiling processes. Beneficial tide effects of reduced pump

xltt

and fan pow«r requirements, automatic regulation of flow rotes to
achieve the cooling, and possible elimination of the pump In most
applications are demonstrated. Ready use of the heat reject with
no possibility of starving the engine to the point of overcooling Is
practical. For extremely low (sub-zero) temperatures, completely
adequate engine temperatures based on the boiling point of conven¬
tional permanent type antifreeze solutions are possible even In
il^itly loaded or Idling engines. This Is contrary to the popular
conception that the engine does not furnish enough heat to keep
Itself warm, but needs auxiliary heat from combustion heaters.
The basic cooling systems do not provide for sufficient heat
reject to the oil to keep Its bulk temperature In the engine In a
desirable operating temperatura of over 180 dsysos Fahrenheit.
It Is Boadiidad that to exclude condensation entirely the oil
imnpereHiro dmuld be at least 212 degress Fahrenheit In the crankcom. No definite upper (halt for oil Is demomtrotsd or found to
bo established In the literature, but extended tests of diesel
ermines powerb^ generator sets with the oil at 240 degrees Fahr¬
enheit dmwod this to be entirely reasonable for 2-stroke cycle
hbh-spaad diesel anginas on entended full load runs. A method
of automatically heating to and cooling above the boiling point
of Iho codant (212 degrees Fahranl «It for water, and about 220
degrees Fahrenheit for 40 percent ethylene glycol, 40 percent
water solutions). Is devisad. It was demonstrated In practical
field equipment under both desert end arctic conditions for both
gasoline ¿noli truck) and diesel (crawler tractor) engines, as
wall os gansnitof sots power ad with both large and se* 11 2- end
4-stroke cycle diesel engines.
A beneficial side effect of letting the engine boll accrues
from the fact that water-to-ab personnel heaters will be receiving
coolant (a mixture of liquid and steam) at o higher tsmpsrohxe,
thus hopraving the output. The need for some modification In the
location or Inclusion of a anoll circulation prasp on those units
from which the coolant circulating pump of the engine Is omitted
Is teen as o complication which possibly could bo avoided by
changing the heater to reduce friction loss, and by Increasing the
hose sizes and shortening their lengths.
In short, the only disadvantage In the boiling of an engine
seen at this time Is In possible steam binding In selected engines
with tortuous passages, small block-to-heod porting, etc. Solutions

In fh« form of hoM bypass* ora sugg*f«d, although for most appli¬
cations »ei«cfIon of engin* with adequate passages Is suggwted.
Steam binding could result In such high temperaturm In the valve
areas of NL" head engin* as to prevent propor valve cooling by the
valve seat metal. Only one example Is cited In the experimental
work, and the particular engine, a 4-cylinder utility truck engine,
gave excellent service with boiling condensing applications when
Installed In a truck. It gave trouble only when used to drive a
generator at 1800 revolutions per minute.
D«lgn criteria and method of approach are Mtabllshed and
Illustrated. Oitlcal areas of temperature measurement within the
engine to determine the suitability of the engine are described.
The minimum Instrumentation necessary to determine the quality
of Installation Is discussed. It Is concluded that the system Is
directly applicable to virtually all stationary and generator appli¬
cations, with some special attention necessary to those units using
water-cooled manifolds to Insure water flow hy arrangement, not
pumping.
Application to mobile equipment has for some time been
limited by the demand of buyers. Current commercial systems are
available which could be applied to a limited number of units
employing particular engin*. Development history of a system
suitable for application to all stationary and mobile Installations
Is given, ten.ved the "NAVCERELAB Boiling-condensing Cooling
System.N Methods of preventing freezing of condensate In con¬
densen at very low temperaturm are discussed and Illustrated.
Automatic temperature control of the oil near the boiling
point of the condensate (normally wot*) is discussed as dmlrable,
and a method of accomplishing this without mechanical control,
again using the boiling point * the "thermostat" Is Illustrated.
The literature is Incomplete In the respect that an "Ideal" oil
temperature Is not discussed. Evidence was found that 180 degrem
Is probably a very satisfactory temperature while 290 degre* Is too
high. The optimum Is projected In this report as being at or slightly
above the local boiling point of water, or safely high enough to
avoid retention of condensation formed on the upper crankcase
walls. Oil temperatur* as high as 290 degre* Fahrenheit are
discussed for spark Ignition engin* operating under desert conditions.
Controversial opinions may be found on the effect of raising oil
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unified Mf of temperatures. Rather, the variation In operating temper¬
atures of engine parts Is so great as to suggest that Internal combustion
engines, and th.» materials associated with their construction, are
largely Insensible to their environment, and will tolerate any but the
most unreasonable treatment.
An ancient adage regarding the cooling of Internal combustion
engines relates that they are cooled not to Improve their operation,
but to prevent their destruction. In the theoretical consideration of
heat engines, the nature of the process Is such that any heat removed
from the vrarkfng fluid except as useful work tends to reduce the
maximum efficiency attainable. Perfect cycles used for Instructional
and descriptive processes Involve expansions without heat transfer.
The loss In efficiency associated with heat rejection Is generally
appreciated even In nonengineering circles.
Examined microscópica I ly, practically every facet of engine
^.Ignand notorial mIocHoo b bawd, olHtor ban Hwory or prectle.,
upon the heat transfer at trouble spots to Maintain reasonable temper¬
atures. Macroscópica I ly, cooling of the cylinder-valve area and
crankcase lubricant by suitable media appears to receive the bulk
of attention. The two generally used media, water and air, are chosen
on the hosts of cost, weight, and the preference of the decipher.
Reciprocating aircraft engines are. In general, cooled by olr, and any
penalties rar the use of air are accepted as neremery In the selection
of materials, fuels, and lubricants, all of vdtlch must be premium at
the very high outputs achieved. Light and medium duty automotive and
Industriel applications, on the other hand, usually employ a liquid
coolant In the cylinder-valve area, with random olr cooling of the
crankcase. In very heavy duty automotive and Industrial applications,
or where Installation and cost demand longer life, the crankcase
lubricant Is usually selectively cooled, or heated. In a suitable area
of the cylinder coolant circuit, in some extremely heavy duty
applications, oil Is methodically cooled In Its own section of radiator,
similar to the practice In aircraft.
Interdependent Variables
The total engine process In an engine Is so complex as to defy
complete separation of a parameter to study the effect of Its variation
on the whole. A small fraction of the large number of variables

studied by enterprising Investigators Is reflected In the bibliography.
Among the better recognized variables affecting the general health
of an engine are the following:
1. Cylinder wall temperature.
2. Variation In cylinder wall temperature, circumferentially
and longitudinally.
3. Fuel characteristics, among which are viscosity, stability,
burning characteristics, self-Ignltlon characteristics, end boiling
point, ash content, volatility, heat of evaporation, and sulfur content,
to name some of the more obvious.
4. Compression ratio.
5. Ignition timing, or Infection timing *n diesel engines.
6. Volumetric efficiency, which In turn Is re le ted to
corburetlon, fuel characteristics, manifolding, controlling
(throttling), surface roughness, valve area, lift, timing, etc.
7. Valve temperatures.
8. Combustion chamber deposits and their composition.
9. Charge density, which In turn is affected bv volatility,
manifolding, valve action, size and lift, cylinder end manifold
temperatures, air témpora ture, humidity, filter pressure loss, etc.
10. Lubricant, Its viscosity, volatility, stability, oxidation
resistance, crankcase charge temperature, detergency, foaming
characterîitlcs, etc. The crankcase charge temperature In turn
Is related ro ambient temperatures, volume of flow, contact with
P01**» coolant temperature, use as coolant for engine parts,
such as, valve guides, rocker arms, etc.. In the particular engine,
as well as conditioning accomplished In coolen, hoaten, engine
enclosures, wlnterfronts, etc.
11. Vitiation of the oil charge, which Is dependent upon the
variables listed above under 10, plus filter characteristics and
condition, engine condition, blowby, ambient dust, location of
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gravity with boiling or noor boiling common o* high loads or war...
weafhor. Tho modal "I" Ford utilizad this systam. At laast on*
farm fractor with gravity circulation of coolant Is sHII mode. Grovlty
drculaflon also ls us^ In a numb« of heavy duty, long llfo, horizontal
tingla cyllndor Industrial ongln«. In the simplest of I tqu Id-coo led
engines, the coolant was retained In an open hopper around the cylinder,
usually horizontal. The coolant was allowed to boll at atmospheric
preaure, the steam escaped with most of the refected heat, and the
cookint was replenished by some available supply volved to maintain
a set level In the hopper. More Imposing systems, utilizing the same
boiling technique for cooling, employ ample but simple condensers
which return the condensate by gravity to the hopper. They are
available on single cylinder gas and diesel engines, and are common
In Europe. A particularly novel and new European design Incorporates
the condenser In a hollow flywheel, with Integrally cast fins. Conden¬
sa o collection Is In the periphery and return to the separation area is
accomplished by means of an Impact scoop, similar to o pitot tube.
Velocity of the rotating liquid In the flywheel periphery Is converted
ta pressure in the tube as the condensate builds up to the level of the
pnkup tube.
As engine outputs Increased, gravity circulation of the coolant
through a radiator Imposed severe limitations In design. Requirement
hîlh lIir*,.inLftlCOTrCf,nfl ^ ^ Vtry ht^' and
high loads with high ambient temperatures was inevitable. Because
the configuration of engine-radiator In use did not provide for ample
flow, flow was accelerated by use of centrifugal pumps. While the
gravity system was largely self-regulating, the more capable forcedcirculation cooling system was not. The literature Indicates that
boiling-condensing, self-regulating systems were well regarded and
the benefits
My recognized at this stage of development. WI*
theadvent of the liquid-filled thermostat, the problems associated
with overcooling on forced circulation seemed to be eliminated.
Simple systems employing ample fans were developed and are currently
stm the rule on most engines, both mobile and stationary, except
those cooled through a heat exchanger and a second reject liquid,
e.g., marine applications.
In spite of the apparently theoretically correct practice of using
' H?Pd an9»Ä WW/ ,,yd8,n9' h,8h crankcase acidity, etc.,
attributable to oyercooling of specific areas under light load and low
temperature conditions, or both, have been the rule rather than the

•xc«ptlofi. p»# UM of HiovMostoHoolfy controllod durften, fabric or
Mofa I win torfront», vor labio pitch or •loctricaify clutched fans It
<pMmon, and probably diould bo much moro to. Many coMt of heavy
tludflne hove boon attributed to Improper functioning of thermotfatt.
Certain now «nglnot cooled far very high output hoyo extremely long
warmup timet at Installed In pomenger vehlclet.
Thlt paper b related to the Investigation of the advisability,
f actice, poetlble difficulties, and gains In using some farm of Ifquldcoollng system In which temperature control Is achieved by allowing
the coolant to boll, separating the steam produced, condensing It,
and returning the condensate to the engine, thus preventing overcooling.

tort II.

"NAVCERELAB BOILING-CONDENSING SYSTEM"

Chapter 2
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Flgurt. 2. Schematic of commercial application of
bollinp-cooling system.
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Figure 2A. Schematic of commercial boilingcondeming system applied to portable
generator set.
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I ■■■'
Figure 2B. Generator lef (Figure 2A) during hot
box tests.

^pi
»?

rr
Figure 2C. Yuma setup for generator tests
(Figure 2A).

engine by boiling is not patentable, having been a part of the art
since the early days of engine development. Certain features of
specific systems related to the method of fun control, use of reject
steam for driving cooling fans, use of percolating arrangements for
condensate pumping, use of fan-condenser combinations as described
below, etc., are protected by patents.
In 1952, It became apparent that a successful system utilizing
bo!ling-condensing, while having merit In retrieving condensate lost
In high ambient operations, thus pomlbly solving tome of the diffi¬
culties In that area, would offer particularly attractive advantages
under light load or low ambient temperature operation, or both. For
some time It has been considered for all-temperature operation, with
the view to develop a simplified system for the entire spectrum of
ambient temperatures from -65 to +125 desees Fahrenheit. Test
conditions hove been varied from +140 degrees Fahrenheit In hot boxes
to -65 degrees Fahrenheit under laboratory conditions, and from +110
to -42 degrees Fahrenheit under field conditions. Since 1954, the
experimental work has been largely In the low temperature area
because of project emphasis and personnel time limitations. A
limited cold weather laboratary and paper study program has been
continued during this tisse.
The major port of the description and disc ves Ion rotates to the
advisability of using some bolHng-condenslng system, possible
configurations of separators, condensers and pmnps, possible uses of
reject heat, passible critical applications, limitations of the system,
design criteria, and probable benefits. Among the systems discussed
will be what Is termed the "NAVCEttlAI loiIlng-condenslng Cooling
System, " laboratory design (shown In Figures 3, 3A, 31, X, and
30), which represents edict Is conceived to be a uniquely simple,
advantageous system aiming toward complete temperature conditioning
of on In torno I coafcustlon engine under any condition. Specific
features of a number of commercially available systems ore discussed
without Identifying the supplier. The contents of this paper ore not
considered to be critical of proprietary Items, thus not limiting Its
distribution. It Is believed that all peculiar features of specific
systems which might have patentable features are amply protected,
and that distribution of what might normally be considered to be
proprietary Information can .erve only to benefit the patentees.
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Cooling by Forced Convection
The general dimension leu equation for cooling a turface by
forced convection, ^

(I)
(la)

describes the rate of heat flow from or to a surface from a fluid
without change of state of fluid, and in general allows the selection
of suitable fluids, velocities, etc., for either air-or liquid-cooled
engines as well as miscellaneous heat exchanger surfaces, vehicle
surfaces, building surfaces, etc. Once the cooling (or heating
fluid) is known, the necessary mau rates of flow (G) con be calcu¬
lated, providing that allowance Is made for evaluation of the physical
properties at a suitable temperature, and providing the flow Is known
to be turbulent.
This equation allows the prediction that dense fluids of high
heat capacity (cp) and high thermal conductivity (k) will offer rapid
heat transfer.

If we solve the equation for (h), the thermal conduc-

i!v!ty per unit area per temperature difference per single film per unit
time. It is seen that the significant physical dimension (D) for the
shape being cooled (or heated) and viscosity (u) appear In both
numerator and denominator to different powers, so their Importance In
promoting heat transfer depend upon the experimental exponents assigned.
For many practical cases.
h

(lb)

to a close approximation.
In discuulng the case at hand, and the effect of coolant velociW
on the water side of the cooled engine area, we can consider that the
temperature at which the physical properties of the coolant are
evaluated remains essentially constant, by virtue of thermostatic control.
For a given system or specific area within the system, the value of "h"
will vary as (G), the mau rote of flow to the 0.8 power. A typical
characteristic Is plotted to an arbitrary scale in Figure 4.

ral ativa prat sura Kaod and
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Figur« 4. Graphic r«pr«Mntatbn of poor «conomy of achioving
high hoot transfer ratos by forced convection.

Figur« 5. Schematic of di«s«i «ngin« cylinder used In
heat rejection investigations.

I?

In the same flflure and again to an arbitrary scale are plotted
typical pump pressure and power characteristics. From Inspection of
the curves It can be seen that while the effectiveness of cooling Increases
only approximately as the mass flow (which In turn Is proportional to the
velocity), the pump head and power requirements Increase very rapidly.
For a given system with a pump of reasonable quality, speed, and
capacity, a point will be reachr J beyond which cooling can not
economically be accomplished.
If we assume In a simple cylindrical coolant space typical of
the engine shown In Figure 5, temperature increase recommended by
Marks^we obtain:

8
10

Maximum b. hp at 1800 rpm
Temp rise coolant °F
Coolant flow, gph/1). hp
0' (calculated) * ft
Area cooled, sa ft
k, Btu/W/°F/fr2/ft
Cp, Btu/lb/^F
uJb/hr/ft
G, Ib/ft^Ar
Q, heat reject, Btu/ta

50 (Ib/hr 3275)
0.1375
0.50
0.388

1.01
1.005
104,600
33,000

Substitution of me above values In equation (3) yields a heat
transfer coefficient at the metal-water Interface of 204 Btu per hr ^
per degree Fahrenheit for the single film.
0¾
Solving 4»e equation Q
< t

*

-Q
ÃT

«

15

-h A

33,000

-

t for
323 °F;

(2)

(2o)

(204)(0.5)

«urfacT - 323 +135 °F

» 478 "F

(3)

The above example assumes uniform heat transfer over the
entire cylinder combustion chamber area. Since It Is known from
experiment and Induction that the upper cylinder area and exhoiet
valve area receive and therefore reject more heat than the lower
cylinder area, what appears to be an unreasonable temperature
difference, metal to coolant, must further be aggravated In the actual
engine. Measurement3 of cylinder temperares at the metal-coolant
* W. H. McAdams, p. 201
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From fhe example If Is deduced fhaf fhe haaf fransfer In fyplcal
engines can nof be explained mafhemaflcally In farms of forced
convecfIon alone. However/ fhe rafes of heaf fransferred from fhe
cylinder walls fo fhe coolant can easily be explained In terms of
boiling at fhe Interface and recondensation In the stream. Measuremenfs' of electrically heated tube* of heat transfer with reasonably
high flux rates show that the surface temperature of the metal Is
practically Independent of velocities and coolant (water) temperature.
Temperature differences/ metal to coolant, are comparable to those
obtained with heat transfer to a boiling liquid at the local saturation
temperature. At very high velocities and low heat flux, the surface
temperature Is related to the value calculated by forced convection
equations similar to those above. If, as will be developed at length
later, there Is a minimum surface temperature below which the engine
Is actually overcooled and damaged, It appears expedient to select
coolant temperatures sufficiently high, and velocities sufficiently
low to ovoid cooling below some selected value. A cursory study of
the art of air-cooling, which will not be covered In this paper, Indicates
that air-cooled engines with adequate cooling systems at high tempere ture
and bod Invorbbly suffer at low ambient temperatures and bod. The
major effort In Improving vorbble-lood air-cooled engines Is In
devising blower and baffling control to prevent rapid overcooling with
load and air velocity change.
It appears, then, that a coobnt-coollng system combination should
be sufficiently flexible so that It will worm the cooled surfaces which
might normally run cold at low temperatures, l.e., transfer heat
continuously to the bwer cylinder walls from the high heat flux areas
around the exhaust valve. At higher loads It should respond Immediately
to cool all surfaces to a previously determined acceptable value,
preferably without mechanical adjustment, throttling, variation In air
flow, etc.
The mechanism of surface boiling, with the coolant at the local
boiling temperature, appears to have this characteristic. Referring to
Figure 6, It will be seen that remarkably high rates of heat transfer
are possible without high velocities In the coobnt stream. In fact,
within certain physical limits, the entire turbulence necessary to

i

h/ht

K««t trantUrrsd, Btu/iq

Figur« 6. Graph* of wot«r boiling at 1 atm
cutsid« o horizontal subm«rg«d tub«.

* by W. H. McAdams
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achieve the otherwise unattainable heat fluxes Is accomplished as a
result of steam bubble growth, detachment and release from the surface.
Critical values of from 8800 to 10,000 for "h" for a variety of config¬
urations are reported by the same source. For lower saturation
temperatures (and pressures), critical rates are proportionately less
and for higher pressures, higher. Further, the successive curves for
higher pressures are displaced to the left, with result that for a given
heat flux the temperature difference, saturation temperature to metal
surface, is lower for higher pressures. Presumably, heat transfer would
be accomplished at an extremely high heat flux at the critical temper¬
ature and pressure with practically no elevation of the metal wall
temperature above the saturation temperature. Under these conditions,
bubble size would reduce to an Infinitesimal, and the liquid and steam
specific volumes would be the same. In the various experimental
equipment reported, the maximum, or critical heat transfer was usually
accomplished at the same approximate temperature, about 45 degrees
above the saturation temperature.
In the 8-hp diesel engine used as an example above. If heat
were rejected as steam at atmospheric pressure (or under a slight
water head) at the some rate, 33,000 Btu per hr as projected, end
at a uniform rate over the entire heating surface, the heat flux
would be:
Q

A

“

33,000
0.43

« 77,000 Btu/sq ft Ar

From Figure 6 the necessary 1 t, metal to saturation temperature,
vrauld be about 12 degrees Fahrenheit, and h, the film coefficient
of heat transfer 77^00-6400 Btu/sq ft/hr/degree Fahrenheit.

Such phenomenal heat transfer Is, of course, obtained with
limitations. In transferring the 33,000 Btu per hour, neglecting
radiation losses, same 34 lb of saturated steam Is produced, and
must be removed from the area of formation to prevent superheating
me steam, w|tf, Jocq) heating to an undesirably high metal
temperature. In applying cooling by boiling to a partícula, engine,
me physical characteristics of the coolant passages become very
Important. Primarily, It Is Important that no area of potential high
heat flux have an overhead pocket without a clear vertical egress to

next higher level and on info the cooling ducting. Discuwlng the
three common arrangements of valve, head, and block. It can safely
oe predicted that the cast-as-a-unlt block, typified by the small
engine used In the example (see Figure 5), will probably be most
easily and surely cooled by boiling. Without a separate head, the
steam has a clear path with overhead pockets quite unlikely. Next,
the overhead valve engine, most common In Industrial diesel engines,
should normally present no problems. Third, the 'V head engine,
frequently found with comparatively small coolant passage, between
he block and head, and with many possible locations for overhead
pocket, appeals to require closest Inspection. Experiences with all
three types of blocks will be discussed later.
Quite aside from the desirability of cooling by boiling, or more
exactly, cooling by boiling with the coolant at the local saturation
emperature, the desirability of such a system from a heat relect
co",W#r#á- A» ha* been shown, heat fluxes and
satisfactory metal surface temperatures can probably be reliability
achfaved without high coolant velocities achieved through pumping.
It ls,however, necessary that coolant be available for replacement upon
etachment of o bubble. Using an open vessel (shown In Figure 7),

Figure 7.

Sketch of simple apparatus for demonstrating cooling
ability of a boiling liquid.
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a simple experiment can be conducted with a minimum of equipment
by soldering a fine wire thermocouple to the Inside surface of one side,
and playing a high temperature acetylene flame on the outside.
Immediately upon application of the flame, local boiling will occur,
and the temperature recorded for the Inside surface will rise to about
218 to 222 degrees Fahrenheit, depending upon the location of the
flame and Its Intensity. As the water In the container becomes
heated, little If any change In the measured surface temperature can
be detected. If we then cover the thermocouple area with an Inverted
cup-shaped shield to prevent the upward flow of steam, an Immediate
rise In temperature will be noted over the value recorded for that
with unobstructed steam flow.
Depending upon the positioning and size of the shield* thickness
of the parent metal, and Its heat transfer characteristics, considerably
higher temperatures than the original con be obtained. In severe
cases It might be possible to restrict the escape of steam fo the point.
where the metal could be damaged.
A still more spectacular and simple experiment eon be sude
using a torch and an unwaxed paper cup of the type used for hot
beverages. When filled with water and hooted from the side, local
belling Immediately occurs, and the outside loyers of paper begin
to char and sometimes burn. Successive loyers of charred paper ore
ramoved by the flome velocity, but the tissue thin layer forming the
•"•Ide surface stays Intact, without discoloration. It Is suggested
that the reader avail himself of one or the other or both of the above
simple experiments to obtain some personal feeling of the tremendous
cooling capabilities of boiling liquids.
Heat Transfer
While mathematically very complicated,*'^'* the explanation
for the phenomenal heat transfer possible with boiling Is simply
explained. Heat must be transmitted to an Infinitesimally thin layer
of water Immediately ad|acent to the metal. If not removed, this
layer and adjacent layers become superheated with respect to the
saturation temperature. Heat transfer through the quiescent layers
adjacent to the heating surface Is In accordance with the basic
equation:
Q

kA At
/

X

(5)

where x Is the material thickness, or In the case of trantfer to liquids,
the stagnant film thickness.
Equation (3) describes the situation In which the thickness of the
stagnant film Is decreased by turbulence related to the velocity of the
moving stream. The major measure of the thin film thickness under
forced convection conditions Is the Reynolds number, which describes
mathematically the turbulence or scrubbing condition. Another Important
case Is that In which the expansion properties of the heated fluid and
the change In density set up local currents, reducing the stagnant film
thickness. The term fluid Is used rather than liquid, since the mechanism
Is applicable to gases as well as true liquids. Changé shows mathe¬
matically that boiling Is a special case of natural convection heat
transfer with phase change.
With high heat flux, particular points on the heating surface,
because of some particular physical or chemical characteristic,
become nuclei for steam bubble formation. This can be observed
conveniently by heating water In a glass vessel. At the first evidence
of balling, steam bubbles will emanate rapidly from one or a few spots.
Over the rest of the heated area, transfer from the superheated layer
can be detected by convection currents. As the heating rate Is
Increased or the bulk of the fluid being heated approaches the
boiling point, the number of nuclei Increases until steam bubble
formation seems general. At very high rates, steam formation can be
virtually continuous until the entire area becomes blanketed In an
Insulating layer of steam. If the heat flux Is maintained, the situation
proceeds unstably to burnout. Hooting rotes of this order con not be
achieved by low temperature flames In the simple apparatus described
above, unless special configurations are contrived to prevent water
from reaching the heated surface after the steam bubble Is released.
The simplest example of steam Insulation con be observed by heating
a plane metal horizontal surface to a relatively high temperature,
then (bopping water on It In small quantities. Bolling of the drops
Is accomplished so rapidly that It seems to dance on the surface, and
Is Intermittently suspended above the heating surface. If the surface
Is no longer heated, and the drops are periodically placed as the
surface cools, the "life" of the drop will gradually decrease. At
some point In the plate cooling process, the drops will reach the
metal surface, spread, and rapidly evaporate. It should be pointed
out that the typical stove or hot plate heating surface does not bum
up for lack of evaporative cooling. It reaches some stable temp*mture
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rfirough heat lot» by convection and radiation.

True burnout of the

surface con only be achieved In experimental apparatus In which heat
can be applied to a restricted area In large, controlled quantities,
as to a small electrically heated wire or tube.
Referring the above thinking to an engine. It does not follow
that local failure to destroy an engine part through faulty cooling Is
necessary for a cooling failure.
Distortion of a part dependent for
cooling on an adjacent part, far example, a valve, overheating of fuel
or lubricating oil which comes Into contact with a particular heated area,
change In physical properties over a period of time with shortened life,
among many, can result from a "hot spot-, whatever the cause. Further,
actual burning or melting In an engine Is most unlikely, because the
heavy sections of metal with high heat conductivity will relieve the
situation In a trouble area. More likely, moving parto depending,
far example, upon heat transfer during their dwell period to surrounding
stationary ports, will probably become overheated If satisfactory ma»
block temperatures are not maintained. Tim mc:t severe area and most
likely to become -overheated1* In this respect Is the exhaust valve
•«tore0. The highest velocities, highest ma» flow rates In the engine
of hot gases occur In the exhaust valve port. By nature Its complicated
inape Is most likely to occasion unsatisfactory heat transfer. It Is far
this reason that In many engines of the "L" hood engine deslpi, the
entire coolant supply from the radiator Is distributed at high velocity
through sheet metal nozzles aimed at the exhaust port area, coolant

Commercial Application
._, Thedjtarmliwtlon of whether or not a given commercial engine,
developed for cooling with water or on antifreeze mixture, con be
r?!**!0'!1/ “•I?1 ,n ^
boiling-condensing systems
(shown In Figure 8) Is easily accomplished. If the temperature
limitations of known trouble oreos can be determined or deduced,
the engine con be simply Instrumented with a few thermocouples In that
area and operated at the expected load, preferably with a controlled
loading device such as a dynamometer or generator. By connecting
the coolant lines to a variable elevation tank In the manner shown
(see Figure 8), the limiting head "H", as well as steam production
through evaporative lo», etc., can be determined directly.
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If high velocity at certain points is necessary In conventionally
cooled engines. It might be hypothesized that certain Installations
will require these or similar velocities at the same points. If not. It
seems appropriate to remove the water distribution tube for the tests
when the pump is removed, since it can only complicate the passage
of steam and water. Certainly the engine with adequate passages
between head and block, valves-fn-head, and simplest coolant passages
In all areas will present leu restriction and chance for trouble.
Diesel engines, usually of valve-in-head design, with low fuellair
ratios, high expansion ratios and lower exhaust gas temperatures, are
generally recognized as having lower heat rejection than gasoline
engines of similar power. They may be expected to present little If any
difficulty since they are generally Nwell-cooledM in their original design.
The valve-ln-head configuration has a distinct advantage In that steam
produced in the valve port area need not proceed through the coolant
passages between the block and head.
For engines without collecting manifolds for the hot water, but
with simple collection ot the front of the engine at the thermostat
housing, steam congestion near the engine outlet appears to be
pomlble. This could be relieved by tapping the head Immediately
adjacent to the coolant passages between the hood and block,
particularly on the valve side. Fortuitously, the common volve-lnblock "L" head engine on which this Is most likely to occur usually
has large horizontal areas available. This would give a direct
unobstructed path for the steam formed In the block to proceed
vertically without meandering horizontally through the head. In
critical applications, and again probably most frequently In gasoline
burning engines where "heating" Is most likely to be severe,
09ilcirQ#fvi#nt of existing coolant passages or placing of new, critically
placed passages, appears to be desirable. Enlargement may be
restricted by the openings In head gaskets which are frequently
undersize. PVovIslon of additional holes, except In production, would
entail special hood gaskets, or special core In fitting doctored gaskets.
"O" rings In simple machined seats In the block or head vouid be
particularly appropriate, and are used In some well cooled diesel
engines.

Port III.

EXPERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION
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Owing Hw controlUd trots, Hw unit wro oqulppod wltH olrron
&mtP9* copper constonron twitted (drown In Figuro F), widorod
Hirowocoupiro. Thow wore Mwddod In locotlom « follows:
Ono Htrougti five wore Iwboddod In Hw cylinder no 111 wlHi
Hw iunctions opproxinotely 1/1 In. below Hw tuHrce In 1/44n.
well. They were spocod ot 3/4-In. IntervoU vert Ice I ly from bottom
to top, os follows! Thermocouple five was ot Hw location of top
ring hovel ot top dead confer,
Six was In Hw ejdwuet volve soot oreo approxleately 5/16 In.
from Hie volve foce.
Seven In Hw coolant, lower block.
Eight In the coolant, middle block.
Nine In the coolant. In duct to bottom of block (normally coolant
Into engine),

Ten In the coolant, In duct from top of block after connecting
"T" (normally coolant out of engine).
Eleven in the bulk crankcase lubricant.
These temperatures were read using a calibrated sensitive
potentiometer calibrated to 1 degree Fahrenheit and readable to
1/2 degree. This Instrument proved particularly valuable In the
course of the experiment In that fluctuations and rapid rates of
changes could be continuously sensed by the recorder In balancing
the potentiometer bridge. A sense of pinpoint temperature control
by boiling-cooling was obtained, in contrast with continual variation
with forred convection and low cooiont temperatures In those tests
with the cooiont well away from the boiling point. Similar variations
have been observed elsewhere and recorded on fast response electronic
recording oscillographs.
A series of tests ot varying loads, coo'ant outlet temperatures,
coolants and cooiont velocities were run. Normal flow was considered
to be the usual cose, wherein the cooiont passed up *ard by the cylinder
and out of the top of the engine. One series was run with forced
reversed flow. Two coolant mixtures were used, fresh top water, and a
mixture of 60 percent ethylene glycol and 40 percent top water. The
engine was cooled with each cooiont or conventional tort Hueneme
twnperotures, about 70 degrees Fahrenheit and In the cold chamber ot
-25 degrees Fahrenheit. Values from these tests wars correlated with
similar readings token from Identical units at Fort Churchill, Manitoba,
Conodo, ot sub-zero temperatures, and ot Yuma, Arizona, at high
temperatures. In both coses the field units were exposed to the elements
of wind, sun, and snow. Runs were mode with the engine balling water
at 70 degrees Fahrenheit ambient, varying the height of the steam
separator. One series of runs was mode using gravity or Mthermosyphon"
flow, the normal arrangement In the commercial water-cooled generator
unit. (See Figure 9 for the complete apparatus arranged for forced
convection and Figure 8 for the setup or boiling runs).
,
prototype Installations made (see Figures 2A, 3D,
and 5), the greatest amount of data collected under simulated field
conditions was taken on the unit reported,6 a 30-kw diesel driven
generator set (see Figures 2A, 28, and 2C). The unit was operated
successfully at 140 degrees Fahrenheit In a hot room, 95 to 110 degrees
Fahrenheit In the sun at Yuma, In the cold room at -65 degrees Fahrenheit,

and for a ihort Hme at Fort Churchill, oi.d wa* exposed to snow, wind,
and ambient temperatures as low as -35 degrees Fahrenheit. The pump
used to circulate coolant during a portion of the hot room tests was
later removed and thermal circulation employed. At all except low
temperatures. It was operated successfully on standard heavy distillate
diesel rather than premium fuels recommended by the manufacturer.
The clear condition of the exhaust during the hot room tests Is
Illustrated by Figure 10. The same excellent combustion was typical
of low temperature operation. The stabilized oil temperatures at rull
load are shown In Figure 11. Typical cylinder temperatures6 are shown
In Figure 12. It Is worthy of comment that the original radiator of the
generator was clearly shown to be approximately 3-tlmes larger than
necessary when used os a condenser at 140 degrees Fahrenheit, full
load. In the hot room tests. At -65 degrees Fahrenheit, only about
1-1/¾ In. of the radiator (at the top) was functioning as a condenser.
This type of 2-stroke cycle diesel engine can not normally be operated
satisfactorily at very low temperatures without excessive anoklng,
because of the excessive cooling of the central portion of the cylinder
by the Incoming air charge. Even while boiling, there vms evidence
of mild overcooling In the Intake port area.
Several Installations were made on 1/4-tan truck engines,
4-cyllndor "Jeeps", (tee Figures 3, 3A, and 3i). The Installation
drown In the three figures was used extensively In the fori Hueneme
oreo for general runrbout service without a fan for 6 months. Under
these conditions, the engine could be Idled Indefinitely, without
lam of steam, boiling consistently providing It was pointed Into the
prevailing wind. Still without a fan, It urns shipped to Fart Onxchill
for simulated field work os a runabout. Here again, no evidence of
failure to róndente was observed except «dien the unit was parked with
the condenser not faced Into the wind. It was Idled for extended
prolods and driven at high speeds on the grades available. EXxlng
5 weeks It was operated approximately 1700 miles by NAVCERELAI
and Army personnel. It was fitted with an engine preheater which
also prelrootod the oil. With Its 6-volt storting system It could not
be started without preheating below about zero degree Fahrenheit.
The oil, roughly equivalent to on SAE 5 W grade. MlL-O-10295,
was not changed during the 1700 miles of operation under these most
severe conditions.
Some 4 quarts ware added, for although the
engine did not normally use appreciable amounts of normal viscosity
oil, It did use some of the more volatile product. The engine coolant
and oil temperatures over a 2-day period of Intermittent operation,

Fiflor# 10.

Exhaust from dlesal ganarator ot high omblont temperature.
Engine cooled by boiling.

cooling, and preheating are shown In Figure 13. The excellent
condition of the engine and crankcase are shown In Figures 13A,
I3B, and 13C. There was no evidence of scoring, significani wear,
sludging or corrosion. Except for the small amount of sedimer t
(shown In Figure 13D), the drained engine underside had the general
appearance of having been steam cleaned and wiped with clean oil.
All rings were entirely free. At this time the engine had a total of
some 23,000 miles of light duty operation of which 7500 miles had
been with boiling-cooling. This unit, with fan (see Figure 3) was
later operated in and around Yuma by station personnel for one
summer. During this period some difficulty was experienced with
steam loss from the prototype condenser, but not while the condenser
was In good repair. The same unit with former prototypes was
operated to and from the Sierra test site of the Laboratory at an
elevation of about 8000 feet, acrou the desert, hauling heavily
loaded cargo trailers, etc. One system used In winter mountain
operation is shown schematically. Figure 13D.
Applications virtually Identical to that of Figure 3 were made
on the rame engines powering 3-phase 15 kw generators at 1800
revolutions per minute. Steam production appeared to be excessive
In this application, with the result that pressure usually built up
In the condenser, necessitating shutdown. One unit could Mtisfoctorily
be operated for short periods until the collection of noncondenrable
vapors in the condenser caused pressure build-up, again requiring
shutdown.

This particular type of "l" head engine, spark Ignited,

appears to be the most critical and questionable application. While
It Is believed that the Installation could be made to be Mtlsfactory
changing the block to head coolant passages, providing more frequent
steam outlets from the head than the single thermostat opening, etc.,
this was not done.
T le Installation made on a large diesel tractor (see Figures 3C
and 3D) gave excellent results at high and low temperatures. At
110 degrees Fahrenheit, with a steady, maximum drawbar load, the
condenser constructed proved slightly undersize, with a pressure
build-up over a 2-hr period. Performance of this unit at very low
sub-zero temperature was particularly spectacular. Com »stlon was
so clean at all loads that operation of the engine could not be de’ected
by observation of the exhaust stack, to as low as -57 degrees Fahrenheit.
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Figur« 13.

Graph of «ngln« cook nf and oil tamparaturM, NJ««pM
instal lotion usod In »• >-orctlc.

• «

Flflure 13A.

Figure 13B.

CondIHon of engine.

Condition of piston ouembly.

Ftgur* 13C. Condition of oil pon.
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Several Installations were made on single cylinder diesels
identical to that discussed at length (see Figure 8) driving pumps,
generators, etc. Observed temperatures at all ambient temperatures
agreed well with all the data presented. Variations in oil temperatures
with ambient temperatures were In excellent agreement with laboratory
test values. The usual Installation was equivalent to that of Figure 3C,
except no provision was made for heating or cooling the oil selectively
toward or near the boiling point of the coolant. Generator sets
equipped to boll used fresh water os coolant at high ambient temperatures.
Antifreeze solutions, 60 percent ethylene glycol, 40 percent water, were
used at below freezing t'vnperatures. The first units caused some diffi¬
culty from loss of steam from leaks caused by vibration. Later units used
at Fort Churchill had the condenser Isolated, and gave excellent results.
Two different tests were mode at the Canadian Installation In successive
winters of approximately ÂAMir durât lor each, with programmed loading
from no load to full load In each case. The first year the engine was
lubricated with MIL-O-10295, with sever* scoring and wear (shown In
Figure 14). It should be noted that the bulk crankcase oil temperature
for this and the subsequent test was the same within experimental limits
with variations In température In the range from -20 to -10 degrees
Fahrenheit. The following year the some unit, rebuilt, «ms subjected
to the some conditions but lubricated with Navy symbol 9110 oil,
a detergent diesel oil with an equivalent viscosity to SAE 10 weight.
In both coses the engine was started by preheating the coolant
electrically. The wear and scoring for the second test Is shown In
Figure 14A. Comparative measured wear rotes for the two tests ore
given in the following table:
SinfI« C, Iin4«f Enfin«
T«*U
U« ..nf-randcntinf Cooling
P»»yww»«< V«..«kl« L««^mf 100 K#
No Lo«r to Full lo«4

Port

Lwbnconi bUL-O-IOMS
«EAR, m.

Lubrican«, N«*y Symbol 9110
WEAR, m.

Rock«« o«n» «koN

0.0004

-.0001

Cylmd««, »op

0.002

0.002

Cronkpm tournai

0.0005 »« o.oni

0.0002 «o 0.0000

Pi »ton ring land,
all ring«

0.0005

0.0005

I Not#: Thit it roughly •quival#nt to 13,000 mil#t at 25 mph, 1600
1 revolution» p#r minuto (oquivolont cylinder woor, 0.)0014/1000 mil#»)«

TfRCLA^SIFIED
flrnieil Servlets Teclinieal Informition llge ncy
ARLINGTON HALL STATION
ARLINGTON 12 VIRGINIA
roR
JOCRO-CARD
CONTROL ONLY
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IjPriClt; WHEN GOVBRNIONT OR OTHER DRAWINGS, SPECIFICATIOMS OR OTHER DATA
WBIBB} for any PURPOSE OTHER THAN D4 CONNECTION WTTH A DEFfNITELY RELATED
OOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT OPERATION, THE U. 3. GOVERNMENT THEREBY INCURS
NO RESPONSmiLrrY, NOR ANY OBUOATKRI WHATSOEVER; AND THE FACT THAT THE
OOVERNMENT MAY HAVE FORMULATED, FURNISHED, OR IN ANY WAY SUPPLIED THE
SAID imAWINGS, SPECIFICATIONS, OR OTHER DATA IS NOT TO BE REGARDED QY
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Figure U.

Piston ouembly parts showing severe scoring and weor
(lubrication with MIL-O-10295 oil).

ii

m ff
Figure 14A.

Ml

Piston assembly ports after tests with medium weight oil
(lubricant Navy symbol 9110 oil, SAEIO).
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While It is outside the purpose of this report to discuss lubrication,
this wear is intermediate, i.e., somewhat higher than predicted and
determined^ for comparable cylinder temperatures. Il It concluded
that the viscosity of both lubricants is low for optimum lubrication, and
that the recommendation of the manufacturer of SAE 30 weight at higher
ambients might well have been used, inasmuch as preheating was
necessary to start the engine with the lighter oils.
No difficulties from overheating occurred that could be traced
to the boiling-condensing system except in connection with the 4cy!Inder engines driving generator sets, discussed above.
Typical temperatures for forced convection runs with ethylene
glycol mixtures and water, normal flow, are shown in Figure 15, with
coolant in thermocouple 9 at 188 degrees Fahrenheit -2 degrees. A
pronounced convergence In thermocouples I to 5 along the cylinder
wall with the ethylene glycol solution is less noticeable with water.
Values obtaine n boiling tests under similar loading were plotted at
25 gal per ham, flow was not measured and these were spotted only
for comparison. Marked divergence with the ethylene glycol solution
taken at an ambient of -25 degrees Fahrenheit is not explained.
Variation from this trend will be seen later. Choqes in length of
hoses, pipe fittings, etc., were found to cause mo,x shifts since they
restricted the normal gravity flow. Figure 16 shows similar data for
water Introduced at 150 degrees Fahrenheit again at full load. The
same gathering of points, I.e., lessening of the temperature deference
along the cylinder vrall Is noticeable with both water and ethylen*
glycol solution, with decreased flow rates. Again, it Is most noticeable
with ethylene glycol solution as Is the spreading during boiling with that
coolant. Figure 17 shows similar data with 118 degrees Fahrenheit
coolant introduced at full load. The tendency for the temperature
spread along the cylinder wall to increase at high flow rates Is leu
pronounced. This tendency to overcooling at high flow rates is even
more noticeable In the first set of data for reversed flow of coolant at
118 degrees Fahrenheit Inlet temperature (shown in Figure 18) in that
even the highest cylinder temperatures ere below the minimum 194
degrees Fahrenheit temperature desirable^ established by the literature
and corraborated In general. On the other hand, this reverse flow
system, which would appear to have merit fur extremely high output,
critically cooled gasoline engines, yields good to excellent temperature
spreads along the cylinder wall AT, exceeding In excellence only by
boiling under optimum conditions.
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Figure 18. Graphs of typical engine temperatures for forced convection
at high flow rates.
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Th« dota pr«s«ntad In Figuras 15 through 18, Inclusive, ore for
full generator load with varying flow ratos, temperature of Inlet of the
coolant and flow rate. With coolant above 1& degrees Fahrenheit,
inlet, satisfactory cylinder wall temperatures in terms of the previously
selected 200 degree Fahrenheit minimum, are obtained. At lower
coolant temperatures (see Figure 17) and lower loads (shown In Figure
19), however, severe overcooling is the rule. For brevity, complete

Figure 19. Graph of typical engine temperatures for forced
convection at low coolant temperatures and low loads.
comparisons at full load only are shown, but the pattern is complete
for light loads und cnnlant temperatures with forced circulation, at
both normal (70 degrees Fahrenheit) and low (-25 degrees Fahrenheit)
ambient temperatures. Restated, overcooltng appears to be the rule
except at optimum loads, coolant temperatures, and low flow rates.
The remainder of the paper is devoted largely to determining the
probability of better performance and the possibility of overheating
with high temperature coolants.

A comparison of fomporafuro spreads, AT, for a variety of
conditions at full and 1/4 generator load are shown In Figure 20.
Without deliberating the Individual curves at length, it will be
recognized that ethylene glycol gives leu satisfactory curves from
an academic standpoint than water, that high temperature water
yields greater AT's In reverse, lower in conventional flow. At
high temperatures (compared with sub-zero), thermosyphon or
gravity flow gives desirable cylinder wall temperatures and good
AT'** Unrestricted cooling of t! heat exchanger (radiator) will
obviously lead to extremes along the cylinder wall, from severe
subcooling of the coolant.
>

From the data presented In Figures 15 through 20, Inclusive,
It will be seen that, within the limits investigated:
1. High flow rates (as recommended in handbooks) lead to
exceuive cooling of certain portions of the cylinder walls at either
low coolant temperatures or off-loads.
2. When high flow rates are accompanied by low inlet
temperatures, severe overcooling of the cylinder walls will occur,
in terms of recognized criteria.
3. Optimum or minimum AT*s were obtained allowing the engine
to boil.
4. In no case In the boiling of an engine were any cylinder
wall temperatures below the lower limit of 194 degrees Fahrenheit
established in the literature.
5. Values of AT obtained during boiling usually fall quite
closely on an extrapolated line for high temperature coolant flow
at low flow rates with the same apparatus, whether under forced
pump circulation or thermotyphon.
This Is an agreement with reasoning and the literature^
which mathematically demonstrates boiling heat transfer to be a
special case of natural convection and correlates the two with a
wave theory. It further demonstrates that overheating of a surface
cooled by boiling, with "steam binding" of the surface. Is actually
tantamount to cooling the surface with a gas. In this case steam, and
the surface temperatures obtained can be predicted on that basis.

9«n«rotor load
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Th« simple apparatus used In these preliminary Investigations
was Ideally suited to some exploratory excursions varying obvious
physical parameters in a simple boiling system. The equipment was
further simplified to Include only the engine with "T" In the upper
manifold, new 5/8 In. internal diameter hoses, and a variable height
stand for the small tank with gauge glass used as a separator (see
Figure 8). The cap was drilled In a position that would allow the
plume of steam to escape, after having made an abrupt turn to
separate the water. The cap hole was not in line with the steamwater stream. The escaping steam was assumed to be wet, saturated
at local pressure.
Two principal series were run:
1.

With hoses sufficiently long to allow vertical adjustment

of the steam separating tank height. This series was run with varying
load, varying head, engine boiling, with water as the coolant (shown
In Figure 21).
2. Extended (2 hr or more) runs were made with the separator
at tHe height of the original tests, with a 28-In. net head, (shown In
Figure 22). This corresponds within 1 In. to the second from the
lowest position In the variable head runs.
In the variable head tests (see Figure 21), the cylinder wall
temperatures did not vary greatly from no load to 125 percent nominal
generator load, nor was there considerable variation with change of
separator height. There was, however, o surprising variation between
the slopes of the plotted values for thermocouple 5, at the top of the
ring travel for no load and overload, MEN and ■A".
approached a
maximum at nn Intermediate load with the long hose lines. At MFM
the AT curves for both the variable head and the later short hose,
extended runs are given. The data ore replotted at MGN, against
load. The shape of the lower curve, marked "28 In. net head, short
hoses" Is more os might be expected for a good design. Here, there
Is a slight Increase In AT as the engine heat transfer load Increases.
At Intermediate bads, the flow Is improved as some rear-optimum
point of water-steam bubble mixture Is approached and temperature
at thermocouple 1 rises with Increased heat transfer and coolant,
Figure 21, "G", point NX". At high loads the flow is even better,
Insuring scouring of the hotter surfaces, thermocouples 5 and 6. The
higher velocity Is felt at the location of thermocouple 1, with an
Increase In metal temperature at the point HY", (see Figure 22, H:'').
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Figur« 21.

Graphs of typical engin« temperatures at varying loads and head, with engine coolant boiling, water coolant.
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At mF" (m* Figur* 22), valu* of hoar r*j*ct*d to form steam ora
plofted against load. Tha error In the measurements is less than the
width of the plotted line, and results are gratlfyfngly linear except at
very low load. At "G" these values of heat refect are plotted against
values of
A t, where the surface temperature Is assumed to be that
measured In the metal. Theory and a large mass of experimental data
predict that with boiling, "Q" will not be linear with A t. The
spectacular results obtained depend. In fact, on this nonlinearity.
The near linearity of thermocouples 1 and 2 as compared with thermo¬
couples 5 and 6, Indicate that most of the heat transfer Is accomplished
on the upper cylinder walls as would be expected. This may be important
In locating the water return to the engine and will be discussed under
"applications" below.
Figures 15 through 20, Inclusive, with wide and vagrant variations
In cylinder wall temperature spreads and heat refect with varying flow
rates offer sharp contrast with the data of Figures 21 and 22, with
boiling water. In the former case of mixed forced convection and
local boiling, typical of current practice, both wall cooling and heat
reject are seen to be nonuniform functions of several variables. With
boiling, on the other hand, they are dependent only on the physical
characteristics of the coolant and the load, so long as the engine flow
pattern allows free egress of the steam and rapid replacement of steam
bubbles with coolant.
The heat rejected to boiling water with varying load Is again
plotted In Figure 23, and various minimum values, at whatever flow
rate they may have occurred from the other forced convection runs,
are plotted for comparison. The nature of the physical processes
Involved at local points In the engine determine the heat transfer.
All the random points, for example, did not occur at either high, low,
or intermediate flow rates.

The random distribution of slopes, without

Investigation of the local temperatures, leads to considerable misgiving.
For Instance, heat rejection Increased with 188 degrees Fahrenheit
coolant at high flow rates at full load (shown in Figure 24) to a maximum
f|ow rate of about 150 gal per hour. At lower flow rates, convection
with the special circumstances of film boiling must control. At
higher rates, the summation of the local effects wos such that transfer
by forced convection must have controlled. On further loading of
the engine heat reject reached a minimum at the Intermediate loads
and rapidly increased at high flow rates. With colder 117 degrees
Fahrenheit inlet water on the other hand, a characteristic similar to

. IM «OTWl

Figur« 23. Graph of minimum voIum of h«ot r«¡action
wM» vorfous conditio« of forced flow compared
with thoM In o boiling engin«.

fo'c«d flow, Bph
70° F am Want, coolant Inlot
(yll gonorotor load

Figure 24. Graph of typlco! h«ot rejection variation»
with forced convection.

that with 188 degr«« Fahrenheit water, full loadtwat obtained.
Surprisingly, intermediate coolant temperatures at full load gave
characteristics of an entirely different nature (see Figures 20 and
24). In this case, the slopes of the curves are probably of less
Importance than their dissimilarity, l.e., the cooling proCc^ mcJ
be essentially out of control when we consider local metal temperatures.
This, of course, stems from the relative importance of surface or film
boiling and forced convection at a particular point. Either condition
might yield a highly active cooling condition at the point, but the
system decides when it arrives at a particular point just what It will
do.
Figures 24A, 24B, and 24C show calculated values of heat
rejection for several condition', loads, and for the antifreeze mixture.
Figure 25 shows typical temperature rise plots from which values from

Ml generator leed

Figure 24A. Graph of typical heat rejections with forced convection.
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Figure 25. Graph* of typical coolant temperature rises with forced convection.

100% generator load
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Whllê hmf rejection, l.e., fit scalar quantity, *s of only
passing Inforasf In fhe abova discussion. If should bo nofod fhaf no
gnat formal offlcloncy Incroaso con bo ax pac tod basad on roducod
refaction with boiling. Typical "Q's" at all loads, coolant and
ambiant temperaturas, ara not In groat variance, except In Isolated
cases of ovarcocltng. Evan her* there are Inconsistencies. It Is of
Interest that "reverse flow cooling, " which gave good AT's In
comparison with other forced convection arrangements, also gave
consistently high heat refections. The possibilities of such a system
In the upper part of the combustion areas with boiling In the lower
reaches are very attractive for engines of proven poor cooling
In the exhaust valve areas. Mechanically this could be quite simple,
and. In a sense, the benefits are partially realized In many existing
engines, provided the coolant temperature can be kept near boiling
without losing the velocity advantages for severe local cooling of the
valves with high velocity.
Before leaving the experimental work. It Is worthwhile to
consider hov the heat refection and metal wall temperatures agree
with those predictable from the work of others.1 At the nominal
125 percent load. Figure 22, "E", a measured heat refection of
9190 Btu per hr at cylinder wall temperatures of 231-, 232-, 239-,
2^0-, 241-, and 253-degrees Fahrenheit exists, reading from the
bottom up on thermocouples 1 to 6, Inclusive. Considering each
thermocouple, I to 5, Inclusive, as representative of an annular
portion of the cylinder with the couple at Its mid-point, and
thermocouple 6 as representative of much of the head area, an
approximation con be obtained. For simplification, the wall
thickness Is assumed to be 1/4 In.
and the top of the combustion
area a plane surface. This will obviously lead to some error, but
will be compensated for In part In that much of the head area Is
cooled by the incoming air on the intake side. Using values of
A T from the literature (reference 1, Figure 164, p 314) as typical
of the type of surface Involved, by trial and error, values of heat
transfer for th* various areas are obtained.
In the following calculations !t Is assumed that the temperature
of half the head area Is represented by the highest cylinder wall
temperature, thermocouple 5. This area is designated 6 . The other
half of the head area Is assumed to be represented by the thermocouple
Imbedded In the exhaust port wall, and Is designated area 6l.

WhIU Hm numerical approximations ara obviously subject to
error, especially In Hie overhead portion of the combustion chamber,
because of the simplifying assumptions on area and uniformity of
temperature, they do serve to Illustrate approximate metal and surface
temperatures, areas of major heat rejection, etc. They Illustrate
particularly well the facility with which a boiling engine can adjust
Itself to loop I heat transfer without great changes In metal temperature.
Heat flux variations of the order of 7-1/2 to 1 are accomplished with
water side metal temperature variations of only 18 degrees Fahrenheit.
This will be seen to be nominal variation In terms of, far Instance, air
cooled engines. In which temperature differences of 400 degrees
Fahrenheit are common.
Simple approximate calculations give vagrant heat bsses from
Hie cylinder area, hose, and separator at the boiling point of water
from combined convection and radiation to be of the order of 700
Btu per hour. When this Is added to the measured steam rejection
far the nominal 125 percent load, a total heat rejection to the
coolant of 10,000 Btu per hr b obtained. By a process of Iteration,
using the following assumptions, approximate heat losses in the
engine we obtained:

Assumptions
Total heat rejected to coolant Q = 10,000 Btu/hr
Thermocouples 1 through 5, inclusive, represent
median metal temperatures for wall strips 3/4-In.
high
Surface temperature with boiling Is typical of curves^
far scaled surfaces, replotted in port In Figure 27
Half the head area, which Is considered to be a
plane surface, h represented by thermocouple 6,
In the exhaust port wall. The other half Is
represented by thermocouple 5, at the top of
the ring travel.

Figure 27.

Graph of assumed surface temperature
«Ith boiling In engine.

Simultaneous conditions must be met, roughly, as follows:
Summation of

Qy Qr 03,

Q4,

Qy

Q^,

*

Q

W

must follow a pattern similar to that of experimentally determined
relationships such as those plotted In Figures ó and 27. No exactly
similar situation, i.e., cast Iron with scale as found in an engine,

was available. By trh1.,, a relationship approximately parallel to
"A", from Figure 27/"C" , with some values the same as "B"/ Is
plotted from the left portion of (reference 1, Figure 164, page
314) which Intersects the curve for the clean wire, "A". The
horizontal displacement of the assumed line to the right probably
Indicates severe scaling and deareatlon of the coolant.
Regardless of the accuracy of particular values determined,
the overall corolustoi.* coptvalid and entirely reasonable.
From the temperature relationship (shown In Figure 28) with
local values of

plotted to an arbitrary scale, certain conclusions

are very helpful.
Under the conditions of the test:
1.

Heat transfer In the lower half of the cylinder Is negligible.

2. The highest rate of heat transfer, 59,000 Btu per hr per
sq foot. Is we I below the critical probable value of over 350,000
Btu per sq ft per heur, by a factor of about ó *o 1.
3.

Cylinder distortion as judged by wall temperature variation

along the cylinder Is negligible. It could probably be reduced
further by introducing the coolant at or above the approximate
mid-point of the cylinder at the location of thermocouple 3, reducing
the fluid velocity on the lower half and Increasing the cylinder wall
temperature In that area.
The above treatment assumes that the relationships are not
sufficiently well understood so as to be treated with an equation,
therefore, the dimensionless approach. However, un attempt was
made to express the heat transfer shown on the dotted "calculated
local Q/AH (see Figure 28). The plot on log-log paper of local
Q/A for the cylinder areas represented by thermocouples are
plotted against the local At*
(shown In Figure 29). All points
fell on a straight line represented by the equation:
Q/A = 545 't2* ^-6,000.

(10)
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Figur« 28.

Graph cf final trial a< J «rror val um of «ngin«
t«mperaturM and h«at flow.
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Figur« 29. Graph of calculated local h«at transfer within boiling «ngtn«

Th« data shown In Figur« 22, "F", ar« r«plott«d In Figur« 30
on a log-log system, and th« resultant curv« can b« roughly
r«pr«s«nf«d by two «quations:
From low valuos to 50 p«rc«nt load,
Q = 5750 (percent load) 0*187-350

(10a)

From 50 to 125 percent load,
Q = 7300 (percent load)0*51+900

(10b)

The discontinuity yielding the two relationships above barely
shows In the original plot on rectangular coordinates. Figure 22,
"F”. Assuming that there Isa change In the nature of heat transfer
with load and coolant temperature and flow rates, there should be
a dlscontlnu'ty In a log-log plot In the total change In coolant
temperature versus flow rates. At high flow rates, farced convection
cooling should control. The mechanism of coollng-by-bolllng
becomes dominant at reduced flow rates (shown In Figure 31).

These

curves are the upper curve from each pair, Figure 25, replotted.
As might be expected, the linear portion of the curves on a loglog plot starts ot low flow rates with cold coolants, and relatively
high rates with higher temperatures of coolant Inlet. The final
temperature of the coolant should reflect something of the nature of
the heat reject Ion.

Ethylene glycol solutions, with relatively Inferior

heat transfer properties of specIHc heat, conductivity, etc., should
fall as a convective heat transfer media at higher velocities than
water. Comparing the curves for wmter and antifreeze solutions.
Figure 31, the apparent points of discontinuity are displaced toward
the low flow rates for the antifreeze, the reverse of the expected
effect. If the Inference from this Is correct, the antifreeze must
Inhibit boiling, and the net effect is that forced convection can be
dominant at lower velocities with antifreeze solution than with water
as a coolant. There may be serious side effects In promoting over¬
cooling of the lower cylinder areas at very low temperatures.

Applications to Equipment
The remainder of this report discusses the applications of some
botling-condensing systems to practical equipment.

»•»qI h* at raja clad, B tu/hr
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Figur« 30. Graph of calculated total h«at transfar
within on «ngln« from «xporimontol dota.

Th« basic commarcial appi leaf ion/ generally applied to
stationary «qulpnwit, is schematically shown In Figur«« 2 and 2A.
For discussion purposes, the mean height of the water separation line
"A"/ the size and slope of connecting lines, and their Insulation,
are basic criteria In determining the characteristics of the cooling
circuit. Those portions to the right of the dashed line, on the other
hand, relate to disposal of the heat not lost as vagrant heat. The
heat will be contained as heat of evaporation of steam, and rejection
will therefore be accomplished by condensation and return of the
condensate to the system, preferably to the separator where subcooling
can be counteracted by heating to Ihe boiling point. Under these
conditions, the engine wl" not be affected by the heat disposition,
and the reject heat will be available for process, heating, fuel
preheating, etc. In the systems discussed below the specific
application will be discussed from both viewpoints separately, i.e.,
engine cooling and heat rejection.
In the simplest cose, for stand-by engines with a plentiful and
dependable supply of relatively pure fresh water, the simplest system
conceivable will consist of an elevated tank with a minimum separation
device, e.g., o hole or series of holes placed to provide exit for
steam but not convenient for the entrained water. Figure 8. The old
fashioned counterpart of the system Is found In the open, horizontal
piston "hopper" cooled engine (see Figure 1). At one time this
system was used for engines driving small concrete mixers, and the
operator occasionally filled the hopper with o hose or bucket from the
some source os was used for furnishing concrete mixing water. Fitted
with a minimum condenser over the hopper, the system Is found on
many oil well pumping engines today.
In the "vapor phase" system of Figures 2 and 2A, o circulation
pump was usually furnished until a few years ago. In a favorable
Installation, the circulation and condensate return pump both con be
eliminated, and the configuration becomes that of the hoppercondenser cooled engine, with components suitably separated by
connecting lines, separating tanks, etc. In fact, ail configurations
below will vary In the location of the components to facilitate
rejection of the heat at a pressure and In a manner convenient for
Its further use or disposition.
None of the above systems is limited at above-freezing
temperatures. Below-freezing, the use of a solute with a low freezing
point does not Insure safety, since a solute of water with a solid or
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Th« cooling circuit Incorporating the engine Is similar to that to the
left of fh« dashed line shown In Figure 33. The pump Is used to circulate
the radiator coolant through the surface condenser In the upper portion
of the separator tank/ and handles only undiluted radiator coolant. The
system was successfully operated at -65 degrees Fahrenheit In the cold
chamber of the Laboratory by the manufacturer. Its main feature from a
development point Is that the few conversion parts are assembled largely
from commercial components. A "kit" for field conversion consists of
a few lengths of formed piping and the condenser-sepa rato; section.
The "kit" Is applicable only to the line of engines for which It was
designed, but could be applied to other engines with modifications.
Of special Interest In large stationary Installations are the arrange¬
ments using steam turbines at low pressure for operating air circulation
fans (shown schematically In Figure 34). This application Is fully
protected by patents. Including variations with air-driven oil pumps,
etc. This requires. In most Installations, the equivalent of a boiler
feed pump, "A", which can be eliminated If an equivalent water
head "H" can be achieved by elevating the condenser. A head of
30 feet, for example, would furnish a steam pressure of approximately
12-1/2 lb per sq inch, well w'thln the pressure limits for untended
steam generators, 15 psl gage. At constant load, the steam condensed
would just equal the steam necessary to maintain the liquid level; since
the specific volumes of the steam and condensate are In the approximate
ratio of 1585 to 1, formation of steam from the cc )lant would evaporate
very little water in filling the steam system. The turbine application Is
especially attractive In that It Is obviously self-regulating In addition
to saving blower power. Recent information from the patent holder
Indicates that the price, size, and complexity of the turbine Installation
are currently materially reduced over that of first Installations, which
utilized commercial unit heaters and not turbines specifically designed
for the application. The application Is not limited to large Installations
with unlimited overhead, but Is applicable to portable power units if
sufficiently small turbines are available. As schematically shown, no
"boiler" feed pump would be needed. A low displacement pump
capable of handling the relatively small volume of condensate at engine
pressure would allow relocation of the condenser and surge tank for
thor j applications In which the head Is not available In portable power
units, and where the reject heat Is desired for space heating In low
silhouette buildings. A small positive displacement pump with a
capacity two times the maximum steam production, placed as shown
dotted at "A" would give the necessary head. To prevent the pump

condansw

stationary engine.
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from operating dry when steam production is off, a calibrated, restricted
bypass from the steam line to Its suction Is indicated at "B". With
suitable components arranged to prevent freezing of condensate, this
exact arrangement would be directly applicable to mobile equipment.
As stated elsewhere, this feature of using a turbine to power the blower
Is one of only two principal features of any of the described system fully
protected by patents.
The other feature Is that of using the gravity
returned condensate In automatic oil temperature conditioning, fa tent
rights have not yet been fully established.
In any of the above appli¬
cations, the steam can readily be used for space or process heating, or
can be condensed with other than an air condenser, and a great variety
of applications of otherwise waste heat are pomlble, l.e., utility water
heating, snow melting for camp water, fuel oil preheating, etc. In
the latter connection there Is considerable Interest currently being
shown In the utilization of heavy residual fuels In diesel engines. In
most successful applications, fuel preheating to about 220 degrees
Fahrenheit
of the usual steam In a low pressure system. Is desirable
and necessary. Referential use of the steam for any such purpose Is
Indicated at "C" In o dotted (see Figure 34) hoot transfer device.
8ecaus| of the excellent heat transfer characteristics of condensing
steam, the schematic representation Is approximately the configuration
desirable, except that the fins on the oil side should be vertical to
promote gravity circulation. In all coses, the inclusion of drips,
pressure relief devices, etc., typical of low premure steam practice^
Is assumed, and excluded from this discussion.

I.

¿•••rtlng the subfect of pressure-operated steam devices,

^ k* noted

that the pressures and temperatures associated with
tevr-pressure steam do not necessarily represent the optimum for either
the engine or heat utilization. Where higher pressure steam Is desired
and the extra expense to Insure safety con be justified, there may be
considerable adrantej« In operating the ermine ot hitter jacket
pressées. Safety of the engine jacket os a boiler dtould be o matter
ofdlrect approach os If It were a boiler, and the selection of valves,
feed water treatment, piping, etc., approached from o conventional
standpoint. There Is ample experimental evidence''3'* to Indicate
that steam pressures of, say, 30 pslg (saturation temperature 298
Fahrenheit) will give excellent temperatures within the
engine, veil below critical values established for air-cooled engines.
Fuiiher, the temperature differential, steam to metal, on the cylinder
wall will be reduced for o given heat flux3 anj the engine will not
be affected by the coolant temperature rise of 86 degrees Fahrenheit
but only a portion of it.

7?
Th« above «xampUs are cited only to demonstrate the potentialities
of utilizing boiling-condensing arrangements in cooling internal combus¬
tion engines, and schematically show what has or might be accomplished
with "conversions", i.e., engines designed to be cooled by forced con¬
vection. Obviously, this has some of the aspects of improvision. Optimum
results will not accrue In attempting to adapt any and every engine
without changes other than removing the circulating pump and thermostat.
Good judgement indicates rather that those engines which by their con¬
struction appear to be "well cooled" should be selected for pilot appli¬
cations. Care must be taken to remove all obstructions such as water
distributing tubes and to collect the steam in the head with a minimum
of horizontal travel, etc.

MAJOR POTENTIAL BENEFITS
Claimed for commercial versions of a boiling-condensing cooling
system are the following:
1. Reduction of the temperature variation in the cylinder wall.
2. Lowering of "hot spot" temperatures (In the cylinder area).
3. As a result of 2, above. Increase In engine overload
capacity.
4. Maintenance of cylinder wall temperature above the dew
point, reducing condensation, which leads to corrosion by acid
formation and rapid wear.
5. Elimination of pumps and drives.
6. Elimination of pump seal lenks.
7. Reduction of piping costs.
8. Constant temperatures at all loads and ambient temperatures,
i.e., using the boiling point of the coolant as the "thermostat" rather
than mechanical devices.
9. Reduction In capital investment in cooling equipment.
10. Proper engine circulation self-regulaied by the engine with
changing load, according to two reports.
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SUMMARY

Chapter 4

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
It Is concluded that:
1. Cooling of an Internal combustion engine by allowing the
coolant to boll, thus transferring heat from the engine to this reject
device condenser as latent heat of evaporation, will prove Ijeneflclal
in many ways. The benefits are listed In approximate order of value
as follows:
(a) Raising the cylinder wall temperatures abo/e the
dew point of the combustion gases, thus eliminating
condensation conducive to formation of acids by
combination of water with combustion products.
(b) Eliminating corrosive wear, allowing the use of
Mjlfur-contalnlng Hnon-premlumH fuels, possibly
at veiy low ambient temperatures.
(c) Eliminating overcoolIng of the front of the cylinder
block by cold air at Intermediate amb’ent temperatures,
and eliminating excessive general cording of the block
at very low temperatures.
(d) Through using a suitable heat exchanger, prjvlde the
basis for automatic oil temperature control tending
toward stable crankcase temperatures of the order of
200 to 220 degrees Fahrenheit, h sating to those
temperatures during warm up and cooling at high
outputs end ambient.

!

M

(•) Reducing crankcase dlluthn at bn ambient
temperatures by raising the temperature of the
oil charge, thus promoting evaporation of the
diluents.
(f) Simplifying the manufacture, service, and
installation of cooling systems, eliminating
major sources of trouble, the water pump,
and the thermostat.
(g) Increasing the thermal efficiency of the
power plant by decreasing the power
consumed by the pump and the fan.
(h) Promoting the fastest possible warmup of the
cold started engine.
(I) Yielding more uniform cylinder wall temperatures,
Uv ♦*> uottom, eliminating or reducing taper and
. - ccoi^-g araund the cylinder (the cause
or irt« . <
(J; M'cw • relocation of the reject device (condenser)
In * re, elevated location« without excessive
pumping ret irements.
(k) Reducing water makeup In systems from steam loss
at high ambient temperatures.
(l) Making arallable highly usable reject heat In the
form of low premura steam without danger of
starving the engine for hoot, t.o., overcooling It.
Recommendations
It is recommended that:
1. Application of boiling-condensing cooling be mode to all
statlonnry and semlstatlonory systems, notably pumping plants, power
plants, etc.

i

2. An appropriate application of a bolltng-condanslng cooling
system ba considered for cooling of all future engines purchased
except those assured of medium to high continual loading at ambient
temperatures usually above 70 degrees Fahrenheit, e.g., heavy duty
truck and tractor engines In tropical use.
3. That all applications be preceded by a pilot application
furnished with the original equipment. That 1%conventlona! engine
cooling systems should not be modified by field forces for proof testing.
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appendix a
SURVEY OF THE FIELD
Ilf-

'f*" much

^

Wl,ln<

<*>l" dialing .ngln. wKr norf.

•*- wlH.¿». eWrXL

coolonl iMipwahir*, or belli. Quotollom aro glvon> In full b-cau..
H»y «um up «i. dole folrly W.II o$ follow.:
"
full b.cau««

procHcal Importance In regard to cylinder wear, " p 34.

d.«,- ^.ch^imotr,
90» r" nSw F?

~ °f

*• «‘•'•"fod wear which occur, below
cylinder vmll
g ne* From the products of combustion." p 34.

that the
T ^ *h
« ÆÎXÎ^Ïti"
oui* or cylinder wear occurs"ZZ"''
when warming-up,
" p 47.

'"<»«f«f

of hlnh^j^*9?1"? ^1.•*U", ,h*r*'0r* '-xflcuf. fool Hie Wlphur eont.nl
Of hlÿ-grode petrols has not an important Influence In relation to
w«r;-7^

** ^ a

•" »»«»Icrotlng cyllndm

;

If will b« observed fhof Hi# cylinder wear under Hies# condlflons
(low cylinder wall f empero fures) was 80 percenf greafer, and the fop
piston ring wear 100 percent greater, with the alcohol blend than with
the ordinary petrol. "
It will be seen (by referring to the test dota) that the piston ring
wear at high operating temperatures was the same on the two fuels, a
result which would be expected If corrosion no longer plays a part at
such temperatures, " p 58.
L rt C°n,IdaraMon of the foregoing would appear to Indicate that
the field for upper cylinder lubrication. If any. Is In relation to
starting from cold, particularly If arrangements can be made to add
temporarily a high percentage of oil to the Intake, provided this can
be done without Interfering with carburetlon or Ignition, " p 64.
/, ino
tablr. 'r'1“'“ rt"»» und»’ condition, of th«. )..N
(1C., 230° F. cylinder wall temperature), Ihe rate of wear with
pure medicinal paraffin was very low and. In fact, was approximately
me same as that of the commercial mineral lubricant, the figures for
which are given In the same table. It Is Interesting to note that the
engine was run for mere than 400 hours at normal temperatures when
using pure medicinal paraffin, without any trouble d< « to wear, and
the engine was always remarkably clean, there being no carbon
formation. It will be recalled that, under conditions of corrosion,
the wear was very high with medicinal paraffin, M p /6.
-For example, It Is clear that rapid warming-up Is of greatest
Importance and that, from the standpoint of cylinder wear. It Is
possible to treat an engine too gently when starting from cold. Any
devices, such as thermostats, evaporative-cooling, etc., which reduce
the warmlng-op period to a minimum will obviously be of assistance "
p 43.
'
-Instances of unequal wear of different cylinders of a block have
been attributed to distortion resulting from non-uniform thickness of
foe cylinder wall«, from unequal flow of foe cooling water, and from
the cooling effect of foe fan on foe front part of the block, " p 7.
r an N^ereJare wfo** methods of minimizing foe harmful effect
of dilution when starting. Thus, on one car, oil Is automatically added
to the petrol when starting from cold and It Is Interesting to note that
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M lTo¡S'l,Tí,n9'rJCJh0'" *• v,fy low «y"1«'« "«r of 0.001 In.
not iIkL mTi
0n<< rt,0, 'V* ** 0nl,' ,n*,n* O" ~e«n< which don
not show maximum war at the top of the cylinder bore, " p 17.
fell M,^y b,e remar,ted/ ,n parenfhesís, that It does not necessarily
follow that a low load Is preferable ta a high load, whZ wr^aup an engine; In fact, the reverse Is true, since fho Increased cylinder
Trru,t,n9from a heavier load Is more than offset by the beneficial
effect of the shortened warming-up period, " p 55.
It Is probable that this Increase In corrosive wear wlfh lanrl
(at low cylinder «II ^pnCure.) ,. due ,o Ih.™^
scraplngacllon of fh. pl5to„
„ fhe
Uhlnd^hll,
IncrooMd, Mil» «Hon tending to remove detritus and any protective
film of oxide or lub-Icanf. " p 71.
X prorecrive
™? l^rtlC“lor ^ »'onlflcont In that so many vorloblm were
examined under Identical conditions, allowing the most valid of
ITn^Tear

^ í*

~ Äl.ne

IT
:'Wd,nfl' d,lu«<»"r »Id starting, ahXnjT
ethyl fluid, uro of hydrogen fuels, compounding .f „b,lco„" ”;
—--il°T^TT*-Vs"rlabl"Of
fhe bibliography corroborares rfte findings of the worfc.
Figures 35, 35A, 35B, and 36 me reproduced. ? Figure 35
»nows calcula fed dew point temperatures of cylinder goses^wlth
ncreoslng premure. While this cu~. do« not and con«t plk.
'noT'ffU"'T vorloi,to"
l»rtlol pteuu.« with burning of
roTtl’’'
’.‘T
,n,',C<,,• ^
“VW"»'
vmich at, soy,
the point
of expansion
curve
of 200^psl^Is •'»“»O"
reached 1"If
atlhot time the cyllnd« «II on the par, .xporod togo^“^, "
Fahrenheit
'•'"perature) of about 240 degrew
Pahrenhelt, condensation on the "fire wall" will occur Tk.
m
Cylind9r ^°11
above the dev^ point Is
IHustrat^ In Figures 35A and 35B. From the« and slmlkTdüîo It
has been deduced and widely corroborated that a minimum safe
^IntaTn^ T.T0'1”
194 d*9r*<,‘ Foh,*">>*" should be
maintained. Similar conclusions can be dra« from Figure 34, which
£lo ÂÍT fT W""°™7
‘r“™ -II w«r 4 en t
oadlng. At low wall temperatures, wear rate Is highly sensitive to
T°2 f“"”
but a, 248 degrees Fahrerei “v^lly
dependent and relatively much lower.
'
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bodi jnd cylinder wall fwn pera fures.

Jh. kvMHgolarTÇMMl l» p<»lbl« loraduc.«.Molly eyllnd«
ond ring wear, Nie «o|ar coi«e oí engine retirement, by practico I ly
every technique studted, l.e., changing oil composition, plating,
changing dimension^, uNng upper cylinder lubricants, etc., but the
lÜÜÎÎÎl
LÍ Tf!amTHTm ,n *
0099 eliminated or largely
lemenod by rabby the cylinder wall tmepmoture (located a. was
>V*n<>0^pi* 5 °* 'J**
cylinder engine tests reported here)
above 194 degrees Fahrenheit. It was found, both In controlling

Qnf *" comprehensive fleet analysis, that any
condition which tended to reduce cylinder temperatures below the
gmcoU, e-g., such as extended Idling, light loads, poor design,
i ‘llíLÍT"**
'
P'omotod sludging ond corrosive wear. It
Is probably not on oversimplification to say that most of the severe
operating problems, other than abrasives In the air Intake and oil,
ÏT from condensation, either In the cylinder area or crankcase, or
T"L!5CUr'
ar* ^
to form
corrosive acids In the products of combustion, the most common and

frequently cited being sulfur. In this light, sulfur can be considered
to be a good fuel when Its products of combustion are exhausted
without being dissolved In water.
The Investlgato/and others cite cylinder wall temperatures of a
maximum of the order of 450 to 500 degrees Fahrenheit to be acceptabl
In determining the cause for scoring In a free-plston gasoline operated
air-cooled drilling oevlce, measurements of cylinder temperatures were
made on two units. In the unit giving trouble, temperatures shown In
the upper curve of Figure 37 were found to cause seizing at the end of
the period Indicated, with severe scoring of the cylinder walls by the
rings. The driller did not have well established coolant (air) flow over
the cooling fins, but depended largely on gravity circulation. Another
device of approximately the same capacity but with forced fan cooling,
lower curve, operated satisfactorily without evidence of overheating.
This Is In agreement with the findings^ and aircraft practice.
Without dwelling on the subject, .r should be noted that a
common cause of distress In practice has ueen the mechanical failure
of thermostats. This Is a particularly Insidious problem since Its
detection would be possible only with the best of engine Instruments
and highly trained operators, trained to mistrust low operating temper¬
atures.
The type of operation for which minimum temperature control
will be most Important Is that described^ under Internal Combustion
Engine Service Classifications, designated MS (Gasoline Engines;,
OS, (Diesel Engine^ The general conditions of service are quoted:
"Service MS represents the most severe service encountered In the
operation of gasoline and other spark Ignition engines. It Includes
two different types of severe or adverse operating conditions which
are as follows:
"Start and stop operation: This causes the steam formed from
fuel combustion to condense as water on cylinder walls and In
crankcase. Other combustion by-products, mixed with this water,
form acids which caused corrosive wear on cylinders, pistons and rings.
This type of operation promotes oil ring and oil screen clogging, varnish
deposits, especially on hydraulic valve lifters, and the formation of
crankcase sludge containing water. It also causes dilution of the oil
by unbumed fuel. In passenger cars and other units the severity of
this operating condition Increases In wintertime as atmospheric

Figur« 37. Graph of operating temperatures in two air-cooled engines with
dissimilar conditions at olr flow.
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fern pera furei drop, although It Is often a year-round problem In taxicabs,
delivery truck», and engines of other units used Intermittently or subject
to prolonged Idling. The design of the cooling system and the effectiveness
of crankcase ventilation can Increase or decrease the severity of these
troubles while the nature of the fuel can also Influence them." pp 376-377.
"The service requirements In this classification are the most severe
encountered In the operation of diesel engines. High load operation at
high temperatures, design factors, especially supercharging or engine
Installation detatls«causfng unusually high temperatures within the engine,
constitute severe service, as does Intermittent operation at low temperatures
since both promote wear and deposit formation. Cooling system and crank¬
case ventilating system design, also exhaust line arrangement, can aggravate
or minimize the severity In either case. The use of high sulfur content fuels
increases service severity with respect to wear and deposits In varying degree,
depending upon design, maintenance and operating conditions, especially
low temperatures. Hence, frequently their use Is considered to constitute
severe service, " p 377.
In terms of the Society of Automotive Engineers' classifications,
operation at temperatures down to zero-degree Fahrenheit are considered
low temperature, -10 to -15 degrees Fahrenheit, extreme. It will be
recognized that what might be Intermediate duty for either spark or
compression Ignition engines at mild temperatures might be severe at
sub-zero or even near-zero temperatures.
In terms of arctic operation. It has been observed by the author
during 5 years of Inspection of operating engines In vehicles. Idling,
and under load, that seldom does the engine reach a temperature
sufficiently high to record any temperature rise on the dash temperature
Indicator, usually calibrated from 100 degrees Iràhrenhelt. Coolant
temperatures of the order of 50 degrees Fahrenheit have been observed
on Idling engines. Unfortunately, Idling Is the rule rather than the
exception. "Idllng-etopped" operating records of vehicles and earthmoving equipment used during the winter 1951-1952 at the arctic test
station showed that for every hour of useful operation typical equipment
was Idled for 2 or 3 hours. The difficulty or Inconvenience of starting
cold engines Is a decided deterrent to their being shut down.
References 11 through 26, Inclusive, discuss various phases of
boiling heat transfer, both In engines and experimental laboratory
equipment. Reference 27 relates the use of a high boiling point coolant

wlfc paofW trontfw chorac^UHet, -0.11 Coolonf-, and advocate
muchhlgharcyllndf ana tampamtura» .'han tho$a u$ually found In
llquld-coolod anginas. Rafaranccs 28 rfirough 39, Inclusiva, discuss
and d#P®*ihi' and various euros. Tho ganara I conclusion
Is fhaf sludging occurs wlfh low angina temperaturas at low ambiant
temparotura. or light. Intermittent loads. Conclusions are drawn that
both crankcase .Judge, wear, and angina cylinder deposits can be
reduced by raising temperaturas In appropriate points.
r i fR*^r*nf** 40 trough 44, Inclusive, discuss the «isa of heavy
fuels In diesel engines, with special problems requiring fiel preheating
and In one case, show a definite reduction In cylinder wear with an
Increase In coolant temperature from 165 to 200 degrees Fahrenheit.
This particular area of burning cheaper, heavy fuel, |, currently
attracting considerable attention and I, the basis far much research.

L*!!“
m 5 ?*• curr#nf "“I" Problem, and this Is demonstrated
to be somewhat aided by raising cylinder temperatures.
45|fí,,ou9h 47/ fndwive, point out possible current
design criteria available for preparation of optimum condensers.
_comparative costs and power losses for avrent
commercial bolllng-coo Ing systems In stationary engines. In general.
It presents a probable advantage of the boiling systems In the larger
stz« of engines. No cost data on small, portable engines or pro¬
duction made systems for large units are available.
References 49 through 80, Inclusive, present a wide spectrum on

?!!n *n8'"*.>rpr<,>urr.” "'•y

nr.,

port,
»»r, .½.
Fron Hmm and fh. data colUcted In th. tnvMtlgaHont r.port.d h«.,
opllmom l«npwaturet for varlot» point» pr»anted wllar
were compiled.
The probability of distortion with temperature variation Is well
<^cr«*d In references 81, 82, and 83. Taylor«! arrives at the
startling conclusion that for high cylinder loads, the desirable coolant
températeos ora high. To quote, "Thus, with a given mean gas
temperature, a high coolant temperature Is desirable from the thermalstress point of view. - To expand the reasoning, thermal-stress Is a
function of the temperature drop across the metal wall. Therefore,
fo Increase the outside (coolant side) wall temperature Is to reduce
the heat flow, reducing streu. Alcock«3 expands this to place a
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limiting uppgr temperatura of about 400 to 530 dapraat Fobranhalt
bacouM of iubrloint oxidation. He *»ote$, "In Jorge engine», the
linen of which ore thick for strength, there Is often serious thermal»Ire« due to the temperature difference between the Inside and outside. "
The some paper gives excellent theories and data on various cylinder and
engine area temperatures difficult to measure.
An often-cited work^ points out the Increasing difficulty In
cooling engines adequately with Increasing size, culminating In the
frequent need for water cooling of cylinders In very large sizes. Since
cooling by boiling has In general most frequently been applied to these
larger diesel engines, we may logically proceed to the hypothesis that
application to smaller bore engines, 12 In. and below, will be more
satisfactory than the highly succeuful stationary applications to very
large engines.
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APPENDIX B

HEAT TRANSFER TO BOILING LIQUID
Th« Idea of promoting heat transfer from a solid surface to a
fluid, be It a liquid or vapor, by Increase In velocity, thereby
Increasing the turbulence and literally scouring the boundary layer
to an Infinitesimal thicknesses so general In our everyday life that It
Is difficult to consider that under some conditions this may not be the
physical action occurring. The literature mathematically describes
boiling In terms of wave theory which gives theoretical credence to
the thought that this "high velocity" technique does not control.
Figure 4 gave pictorial representation of possible pumping energies If
this turbulent heat transfer Induced by velocity were the only mechanism
available. Once It Is seen that the disturbance necessary to accomplish
high heat transfer rates comes from "under" or "within" the stagnant
layer, the possibility that high Induced velocities may Inhibit mlform
cooling
Is suggested. Evidence In this direction Is seen In the various
data collected on forced cooling In the small single cylh.Jer engine
reported earlier. Figures 15 through 18. This Is corroborated In the
results of studies^ reproduced as Figure 38. The maximum flux density
Is of the some order at varying velocities, but the flux density at which
the curve becomes very steep, as predicted by boiling theory and
experimental evidence. Increases with Increased velocity. In a device
In which It Is desired to ebtatn uniform metal temperatures and the
maximum flux Is well within the critical range (below that at which
the surface becomes steam bound because of high steam production,
poor removal, or both). It Is, of course, desirable to operate as
njarly m possible to a vertical line on a plot such as shown In Figure 6
or 38. On a vertical line, were It possible to operate on such, the
surface temperature would be Independent of heat flux and metal
temperatures would be uniform except as they must vary to conduct the
heat within the solid.
An extension of the above thinking Indicates that In a "perfect"
botllng-condenslng arrangement from a design stnnd^Int, veiocltler
would be as low as practicable, ^rhapt with little or no water carry-*
over. The condensate and carry-over return 'Mould further be Introduced
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Figur« 40.

Schematic of Idealized system for mobile equipment with limited vertical
room. (Full automatic control without pumps, thermostats, etc.)

circulation. Whila It would appear that the wme will hold true for a
boiling-condensing system, and that the higher the separator, the more
certain the flow, this has not been proven inevitably true. Extensive
practice may show that the pressure drop In the steam-coolant leg is so
great that raising the separator above a minimum of, say 12 inches,
will be a minor. If any, benefit. A rational design based on pressure
drops to achieve certain flows, for which the solution Is quite difficult,
appears to be of little Importance or Interest at this point, since It
appears that little. If an# benefit accrues from higher than minimum
coolant flow rates. In fact. It Is basic to the heat transfer-by-bo I ling
concept that no flow is necessary other than local displacement of
steam bubbles by water as they are detached. The experiment of
variable height did not Indicate any better cooling with the additional
static head, see Figure 21, over the minimum. In fact, temperature
differential £T, along the cylinder wall was smaller wlH: the low
heads, presumably because the condensate end carryover returned
with less subcooling with short lines. This indicates that the optimum
size of the condensate return line may be a compromise between a
very large line to reduce the pressure drop, and a smaller line In
wfiich the time In transit and heat losses would be reduced. The
possibility of allowing the steam mixture to traverse the outside
annular space of a double pipe arrangement, with the returning
condensate and carry-over preheated to full engine temperature (shown
in Figure 41), Aould be considered for stationary Installations or ony
Installation where the condenser Is remote from the engine. Some
gain In performance should be noticed In such systems operating at
slightly above atmospheric pressure In the engine but condensing at
a lower pressure, since there would be a definite rise in temperature
from the "flash" area to the relatively high temperature orea of the
engine, with a maximum temperature of the returning condensate.

PIPING SIZING
In considering the size of the steam-water piping, the possibility
of considering the system as a steam pump with essentially the charac¬
teristics of an air lift pump is suggested. Efficiencies are listed2 at
relatively high heads of 300 ft of 50 percent and less with higher head.
At the reduced heads Involved, it will be conservative to assume 50
percent efficiency as a lift pump using the displacement work of the steam
generated, that Is, the pV portion of the Increase In enthalphy. For
the single cylinder engine discussed earlier producing 9-1/2 lb of wet

turbin«
fan dri y«

condcnaer

!ft w pr«*sur«
•team to h«at or
prec««s

Uawdown

application« with subctantlal vtrtlcal room.
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stMir. pw hour at an wtlmatad 6.3 honapowar, or approxlmataly 1 - i/2
lb par hr par hour, tha total voluma of itaam producad at otmo^ark
prcMura I. 254 cu ft par hour. Tha staam
would ba an Id^lly arrangé .Ituatlon, a.g., «
'
ba capabla of displacing vortically or pumping a similar
of
hot water weighing 39.8 lb par cu ft *j
¿ %at. cotnp 2V by
59.8 by 2, or »,480 ft lb of wo** ¡*'r ^,r. inis wo-ld ba äquivalent
to only 0.014 hp at 100 parcant afftclancy. Using a prc^bla aff.clancy
of 50 parcant, according to Marks, 0.007 hp would ba
^ 1« <*
practical system (using tha values for air lifts). Th* ^‘P0
Atarla for a satisfactory air lift system is that tha discharge line, in
thU case containing a mixture of staam ind water, have a cross section
area of:
Discharge pipe cross section = G PM Liquid Pumped
19

254x7.48
2 X é0 X 15

15

mi

1.06 sq In.

ThU would b. comkhrably lorg« than th.
«»« »«Ho"
hoM uwd In th. ilngl. cyllixUr «igln.
t«Mo It ray b. conclude that tho How wo. «nwwhot
th. «o.t offlclont pumping qutmn. Ivon », Ihmo h no I"«1“1«" '"
lh. doto of .«friction loading to unMtlrfoetory cyllr dnr molol «mfmr
oh»«, and no Indication that maximum volocltl«. muid b. »ught.
Th. «xlrmno adaptability of tha bolllng-condmwlr, procam for th.
oogln. application b furthm lll«l>atod. Whll. bayond lh. «opa of
of lh. S/B I". Iiuld.

thb pop« to attempt to dovolop fu'ly dmign tochnlqu«, on ottroctlv.
pomlblllty for dotormlnlng th. total coolant flow rot.,
cany-ovorf I. «gg«t«l. In Figura ». *0 monom«« Irxjlcotml (dcttml)
would mmnur. dlractly th. pro»», drop In th. r.tum or downconor
la tha «igln., with tultabl. corMCtlan tar dl«««ic« In t«npM0h«.
ty running a thort «ri« oí fio . t«b with mowurad uoluy of wot«
at 212 da^M. Fohr.nh.lt, th. .)mtmn con b. dlroctly çollbrotml.
MMiurtng of th. .taom « dlKumad .l«wh.r. would allow eompl.t.
onoly.1. of tho lydrnn, or 4 eolculotlon of tha pramur. drop In th.
st.'am lag.
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simplification of tho uni* In Figuro 35, which has a surface condenser
and two coolant system. By utilizing a spray condenser combinad with
the separator (!f possible), the advantages of direct contact with the
steam of the circulated coolant eon be gained. A pump will, of course,
be necessary. In this case, the coolant return to the engine, "A",
will be subcooled, and the return line should be slzsd to achieve min¬
imum cooling. Further, It should return as high as possible In the
engine. In the manner shown In Figure 40, which shows the complete
Ideal system, with optimum fan efficiency, simple venting, separate
surge tank for excess water, oil temperature conditioning, collection
of steam from the points of generator, etc. The assumption Is made
there, though perhaps It Is not justified, since the mechanical problems
ar*"°f unsurmounlable, that the Incorporation of steam turbine, ¡acketed
condensate return, take-offs for space heating, etc., are not justified
In mobile equipment. Figure 41 shows a complete stationary system
with these features as might be applied to a ¿-cylinder engine, with
coolant return @nd steam collection at the points of a maximum
generation adjacent to the exhaust valve perts. This Is the basis for
the 3-part branch of the headers. In all of the above pressure release
valves, make-up lines, drips, condensate return lines, etc., typical
ot conventional low-pressure steam practice are assumed and not
mown for simplicity.
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